Over the past several years, the business community has devoted considerable attention to corporate responsibility, in order to address significant social and environmental questions with value for business and society. Organizational activities are expected to be transparent to governments, investors, and other stakeholders. Enterprises, governmental institutions, and the public in general benefit from well-defined and well-enforced laws and legal guidelines, in order to protect companies from manipulations of financial reporting data. Traditionally, control and enforcement were government tasks, however, the advent of sound IT support and the increasing cost and complexity of regulation are leading towards collaborative regulation between enterprises and governments.
to incorporate in software design. In order to design systems that are able to deal with moral values, norms must be operationalized while maintaining traceability of its originating values. This change calls for architectures that satisfy the following principles: (1) coordination policies need to be described at a high level of abstraction; (2) the enforcement needs to be negotiated between governments and enterprises; (3) coordination policies need to be formulated explicitly rather than being implicit in the interactions; and (4) it should be possible to deploy and enforce a policy incrementally.
An increasingly important value in organizations is that of ethical and transparent business practices. The development of codes and standards for ethical and transparent business practices can help limit corruption, ensure fair and open competition, and encourage a better business environment. A formalism for values must be able to describe and reason about social structures and interactions, facilitating analysis and verification through logical reasoning. Moreover, in open systems where agents are assumed to be autonomous and rational, agents can, involuntarily or by deliberate choice, violate social norms and regulations and therefore one must be able to deal with and reason about such violations. In normative systems, interactions between actors are regulated by normative templates that describe desired behavior in terms of deontic concepts such as obligations, prohibitions, permissions, deadlines, violations and sanctions [3] . Deontic logic provides mechanisms to reason about violability of norms, that is, about how to proceed when norms are violated.
The results of our research provide the basis for a value-sensitive system to support actor agents in norm fulfillment and regulating agents in norm enforcement. This foundation has been laid by applying a value-sensitive system development process and by incorporating the principles of the norm enforcement mechanisms of direct control and self regulation in the system design. By following this specific system development process, the value that is created for the agents that apply the norm enforcement mechanisms of direct control and self regulation is explicitly incorporated in the development of the system.
